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software requirements specification produced using the
proposed approach. We measure our approach supports the
software requirements specification of traceable and
measurable requirements in direct comparison to the
approach.
Requirements Engineering (RE) is a major part of
software engineering which discovers the purpose by
identifying stakeholders and their needs, and documenting
them for their future analysis and implementation [2]. In
general, software quality attributes for a software
requirement specification are part of a software quality
model which can be used to assess the quality of a
requirements document contained in software requirement
specification [3]. Thus, each attribute might be related to the
entire software requirement specification or to each
requirement defined in it which is due to many attributes
attained by the software requirement specification that can
be achieved for each requirement defined in it. Related to
this, many of the authors proposing the same property
coincide in their considerations, some issues regarding
particularities in the analysis deserve to be pointed out. The
various quality properties that used to achieve the quality of
the SRS is and its influence in shown in the Fig 1.

Abstract : Most software problems will arise based on the
deficiencies that occur in software requirements specification
development. It is essential to develop a quality requirement
specification development, to achieve success for developing any
software product because this software requirement specification
information will be used entirely in all project development
stages. The current work is focused on assessment of software
requirement specification based on the activities of software
product. The proposed work is evaluated with an example and is
compared with other group namely case based reasoning and
machine learning algorithms of quality assessment techniques.
The results had shown the effectiveness of the proposed
technique.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In software requirement specification, quality requirement
models are part of the functional requirement and
non-functional requirements of a system, in non-functional
requirements which are important for making a product more
attractive and it is usable and it also specifies properties of
system which is not primary functionality. Although quality
requirements are an important factor in the success of a
system, but it can be neglected in the software requirements
engineering process. The problem is focused on quality
assessment, it is a complex and flexible idea. The first and
primary requirement of software specification often struggle
with specifying software quality requirement specification
on a level of abstraction that is suitable for the later phases.
The high level abstraction of software requirement
specification as “The software system shall be
maintainable”.
The second requirement of software specification is
elicitation phase, it process the demands for implicit domain
knowledge. One often needs to consider a variety of
domain-specific standards and guidelines, whereas it often
remains unclear whether, to which extent, and how the
contents have to be transformed into useful and appropriate
software requirements [1]. In this paper, we evaluate activity
based assessment to get quality software requirement
specification document that can be inferred from domain
specific standards and guidelines. We examine a
comparative case study at Siemens the existing specification
of a Marketing system which can be compare it to a new

Fig 1: Influence between quality properties [4].
In this paper focused on the software quality models of
software requirement specification development based on
the various activities that carried out for development of the
software product. The paper is structured as follows, section
2 organised related works and section 3 demonstrate the
proposed research work. Section 4 evaluates the results and
discussion and finally the paper ends with section 5
conclusion and presented future work of this paper.
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II.

efficiency and ii) Training data set effectiveness. The defined
metric is applied to assess quality of software requirement
specification development in the second group
[9-14].Characteristics of good software requirement
specification development are extracted and measured
directly [15-17]. A problem remains because some certain
metrics still required human decision[18-20]. The quality of
software requirement specification development document
using natural language to specify requirements which were
focused by many researchers are mainly not in real [5]. The
various documents that occur in the software development
life cycle in shown in the Fig 2.

RELATED WORK:

In this paper focused on the software quality models of
software requirement specification development activities
based on the various activities, in which software
requirements specification document was often gathered and
specified customer’s needs by using natural language
processing have been proposed by many researchers can be
classified into two groups: Machine learning is applied to
assess the quality of software requirement specification
development such as classification, case-based reasoning
and neural network in the first group [6-8]. There are some
limitations of the proposed research work such as i) The
quality of software requirement specification development
based on machine learning’s algorithm is used to indicate

Fig 2: Deliverable Documents Occurred During SDLC Process[5]
Activity 1 produces the output as SRS
Activity 2 produces the output as elements of quality
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM:
model.
In the proposed system the assessment of software
Activity 3 here the assessment of the elements of quality
requirements specifications is done by the activity based
model was obtained
technique. Here the activities are formulated based upon a
Activity 4 Here artifacts are measured and metric values
software product development as Software Requirement
are presented.
Specification, Quality model, Quality levels development
Activity 5 produces the quality values for all levels.
measurement and assessment. Here the process starts with
preparing activity in perspective of both internal and external
3.1 Example
software requirement specifications. This should specify by
The Example in this paper deals with situation at the
the system analyst who can specify the system requirements market field. The managers preparing the root map for sales
that can be clearly written in natural language based on that person. Generally root map is prepared manually from the
needs. system analyst will identify the quality requirements.
data given by the region managers. Here the problem is to
find the feasible root map for the given data. The root map
shows the different places for the particular region. The
corresponding salesman specifies the place in the region.
This enables easy to track the sales person and sales orders
by the sales managers. Here the manager needs to develop
software that supports the root map that expected.
The following reasons may leads to get incorrect root map
that can be specified by manager.

Fig 3: preparing activity
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Input data is incomplete,
It is not access the database directly,
Different constraints received from teachers,
Congestion the sales person
To resolve problem the following corrections should be
made:
Data that should be accessible from anywhere at any
time
Constraints can be recorded based on the dead line.
Preview of root map can be taken.

the sales man.
R3) needs the specific details to assign required numbers
of sales man and sales managers.
R4) Developed software will be implemented in Microsoft
Platform.
R5) this system should be accessible from anywhere at
any time.
R6) the presentation, reports, tables should be accessible
from anywhere at any time.
Software Product (SP) will consist of code and
Documentation with conjunction of MS Access and
Microsoft excel.

Model 1: SRS Development
Input: Customer requirements
Output: Software requirements
Some of the requirements are as follows:
R1) Needs the sales man details and place details.
R2) needs the vacancy places that are required to assign

Model 2: Software Excellence
Input: Software requirement specification development
Productivity: Attributes of software quality model
described table 1.

Fig 4: Proposed Activity based SRS Quality Model
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Table 1. Software excellence model for software
requirement specification
Metric Quality Attribute
Metric
ID

Software product-level (xCode, xDoc) = Min if xCode =
Min (4.1)
Goal if xCode = Goal and xDocMin
More than if xCode = Exceeding and xDocMin
The software assessment functions can be described by
customer as follows
Model 4: Software Measurement
Input: Software documentation and software coding of
system.
Productivity: Artifacts are measured the resulting software
metric, the various software metric values obtained in table
3.
Table 3. Different metrics performed by software
measurement
Performed Software
Metric values
Software
Id_Metric
Metric
Software
Software
Lines of
Development
Code

1

Coverage

=

2

Usability
Compliance

=

3

Data
Exchangeability

M3=

4

Availability

M4=

5

MS-Software
Compliance

M5=

6

Internally consistent

M6=

7

Design Independent

M7=

1

Treatment

SC=0.88

SD=0.41

8

Concise

M8=

2

Usability
fulfilment

SC=0.90

SD=0.81

3

Data
Exchangeability

SC=1

NA

4

Ease of use

SC=0.6

SD=1

5

MS-Software
fulfilment

SC=1

NA

Model 3: Software Quality Level Definition
Input: Software quality model defined by various metrics.
Productivity: Assessment of those elements of software
quality model which is shown in Table 2.

The measurement of software performance performed in
user environment. Where NA is not applicable
Model 5: Software Evaluation
Input: Grades of software activity models 3 and 4 are
considered
Productivity: Measuring the software quality values for
different levels
By means of software assessment function defined in
software activity model 4, as per the level of each assessment
the software metrics as performed in table 4-7. The software
assessments has been performed separately on each level for
every artifact. The software requirement has one linked with
the another software metric, the results of software quality
values for software requirement quality level are the same as
per software metric quality level.
Table 4. Performed Software quality as per software
quality levels
Quality
Software
ID_Metric Performed
Requirements
Quality Values

Fig 5: Quality Level Definition Activity
Table 2. Definition of Software Quality Requirement
Specification Development
Requiremen ID_Metri Software
assessment
ts
c
function definition
RQ1

1

Min>0.70; Goal=1.0

RQ2

2

Min>0.4; Goal>=0.8

RQ3

3

Min=0.6; Goal=1.0

RQ4

2

Non-satisfactory<=0.4;Min<0
.3;
Goal=0.99;
Exceeding>0.99

RQ5

4

Non-satisfactory<=0.7;Min<1
.0; Goal=1.00
RQ1

Let us supposed the appraisal functions of software quality
levels are defined according to the software models, the
software metrics has been defined in Table 1. The software
metrics also defined as follows.
Non-satisfactory if xCode = Non-satisfactory
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RQ2

2

Goal

Min

RQ3

3

Goal

NA

RQ4

4

Min

Goal

RQ5

5

Goal

NA

following quality values
Perfomed Quality Value

Quality Level

Table 5. Performed software quality principles for
pre-characteristics
Pre-characterist ID_Metri Performed
Software
ic
c
Quality Values
Softwar
e Code
Appropriateness

1

Software
Code

Development

Functionality

Min

Non-satisfactory

Usability

Goal

Min

Dependability

Min

Exceeding

Table 7. Performed software quality values for following
artifacts level
Performed Software Quality
Level of Artifacts
Value

Development

Min
Non-satisfacto
ry

Interoperability

1, 3

Goal

Usability
fulfilment

1, 2

Goal

Recoverability

4

Min

Software Code

Min

Development

Non-satisfactory

NA
The final evaluation of the software requirement
specification system, the software quality is minimal
according to the aforesaid software models, the definition of
software assessment function for the software product is
compare between the related researches and proposed
research work as shown in the table 8.

Min
Exceeding

Table 6. Performed software quality values for
Table 8: Contrast between proposed work and related work
First group [6-8]
Second group [9-14]
Proposed work
Software
specification

requirement

Purpose

To assess quality of
software
requirement
specification

To assess quality of
software
requirement
specification
Activity
Metrics

Methodology

Machine Learning

Direct Metrics

Advantages

Automated

Obtained
Characteristics

Limitations

Efficiency is based on the
Machine Learning and the
training Data set

Human intervention is
needed to define metrics

IV.

and



Obtained good
Characteristics
 Based on metrics
good document
is obtained
 Based on human
need the quality
thresholdcan be
apply.
Clearly specified in the
natural language with the
predefined
document
structure

activities leads to obtain the good characteristics of the
software requirement specification. Activity by activity is
evaluated in this example to show the effectiveness of the
proposed model. Finally the Comparison between existing
and proposed work is tabulated.

CONCLUSION:

The assessment of the software requirement specification
is very important and difficult. In this paper, we developed
the activity-based assessment model for software
requirement specification. This model allows keeping up a
complete and neat separation of all activities in developing
for the target systems. Each Activity in this process is treated
as a separate module in the model. Step by step in all the
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